Teaching NeuroImages: MRI findings in an infant with cavitating leukoencephalopathy
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An 11-month-old previously healthy girl presented with irritability, weakness, and hypotonia following a febrile illness. Brain MRI revealed white matter signal abnormalities with diffusion restriction and cavitation of the corpus callosum (figure). Combined mitochondrial gene panel confirmed cavitating leukoencephalopathy secondary to a pathogenic variant, p.R386C, in the NDUFV1 gene, which encodes complex I. Cavitating leukoencephalopathy is a neurodegenerative disorder associated with genetic mutations of the mitochondrial complex proteins, characterized by acute neurologic deficits and progressive or intermittent clinical deterioration. Patients may have variable response to megavitamins, steroids, or IV immunoglobulin. She was treated with megavitamins and regained psychomotor milestones with no further events.
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Figure MRI brain

Sagittal T1-weighted image shows patchy leukoencephalopathy with cavitation affecting the corpus callosum and centrum semiovale, with relative sparing of underlying U-fibers and gray matter (A; arrowheads). Bilateral, symmetric T2 hyperintense white matter lesions on axial T2 fluid-attenuated inversion recovery did not enhance with contrast (B; arrows). Axial diffusion-weighted images demonstrate diffusion restriction (C; arrows).
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